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WHO WE ARE

Round Hill Ventures is a European PropTech Venture
Capital fund with global anchor investors.
Round Hill Ventures has contributed to the growth of
several portfolio companies by supporting international
expansion and creating distribution channels. The
team is led by Arnie Sriskandarajah, who has run a real
estate corporate VC and has a long track-record of tech

KEY
T A K E AW AY S
• The built environment is the biggest source
of global carbon emissions, which makes us
responsible for finding ways to improve across
the entire sector.
• By using technology, we can reduce carbon in all
parts of the building life cycle.
• Finding scalable ways to retrofit current
buildings is just as important as developing
cleaner construction methods.

investments and company building. The investment team
brings years of global experience in early stage PropTech
investment, PropTech company building, real estate and

• Long-term impact means assuming upfront
tech risk.

consulting.
Round Hill Ventures is backed by Round Hill Capital, which
has managed $13 billion in real estate to date on behalf
of institutional and private investors across 140,000
residential units and student housing beds.

• Investing in sustainability will become standard
practice. To be an industry leader, we need to
focus on the environment now.

Our planet is changing. Each year

the technologies that we believe have the

temperatures increase, sea levels rise,

greatest potential for lasting environmental

deserts grow, and biodiversity diminishes.

impact.

These stressors impact every aspect
of human life, from food security to safe

To achieve Paris Agreement thresholds,

housing.

the built environment must halve its
emissions by 2030 and be fully net zero

INTRODUCTION

The built environment accounts for 38

by 2050. Accomplishing this task

percent of global carbon emissions—

means changing practices across the

surpassing even transportation and

entire real estate sector, from pouring

manufacturing. As an industry, we have an

concrete to turning off the lights.

urgent need and significant opportunity to
make a large difference in mitigating climate

Almost half of a building’s emissions are

change.

generated during its construction (we call
this embodied carbon- the cumulative

In our previous paper on the Tenant

footprint of a property before it becomes

Experience, we touched on the importance

operational). But by leveraging digital

of sustainability in real estate from a social

tools during the build process, we can

perspective. Now we’d like to focus on

significantly improve efficiencies, enable
circular economies, and reduce waste.

27% OPERATIONAL

Embracing scalable construction
23% MANUFACTURING

10% CONSTRUCTION

16% OTHER

23% TRANSPORT

SU M M A RY
techniques and novel building materials can bridge
much of the remaining gap.

EMBODIED
CARBON
A LT E R N AT I V E M AT E R I A L S

Reducing embodied carbon emissions is an

IF WE DON’T
FIND WAYS TO
EFFICIENTLY
RETROFIT EXISTING
PROPERTIES, WE
CANNOT ACHIEVE
FULL SECTOR
DECARBONISATION
BY 2050.

important step, however, operational carbon
accounts for the bulk of total annual emissions.

H VA C I M P R O V E M E N T S

Approximately two-thirds of our existing building
stock will still be operational in 20 years. If we

New Materials

don’t find ways to efficiently retrofit existing
properties, we cannot achieve full sector
decarbonisation by 2050. This poses a number
of complex (frankly, expensive) issues without clear
answers. There are many companies that offer digital

A LT E R N AT I V E T E C H N I Q U E S
Modular Construction

solutions to energy optimisation through smart
sensors, IoT devices, and AI-powered analytics but
intelligent infrastructure is still a prerequisite.

Data Analytics & Planning

areas we think can meaningfully address these big
problems.

Global status report for buildings and construction, GABC, 2021.

E N E R GY I N D E P E N D E N C E

N e w P ro c e s s e s

This paper provides an overview of the PropTech
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O P E R AT I O N A L
CARBON

D i g i t a l Tw i n s

BUILDING INTELLIGENCE &
A U T O M AT I O N

EMBODIED
CARBON

Simplified, there are two ways to reduce emissions in construction:
improving materials and improving techniques. To tackle the former piece,
we need big innovations that can be implemented at scale. On the latter
issue, we can apply existing solutions in different ways to minimise waste
and improve efficiency. Both sides have promising trends tempered by
unique challenges.

A LT E R N AT I V E
M AT E R I A L S
N ew P r o c e s s e s
The intuitive solution to reducing a building’s

its production is currently the largest single

Building a solution that integrates into current manufacturing

embodied footprint is to use low-carbon

industrial emitter of CO2, its versatility and

processes is an easy way to circumvent some of the cultural

materials. But of course, it isn’t that simple.

extended lifespan make it an important tool

barriers to adoption. Retrofit technology is the most immediate

Development of new materials is expensive

for building climate-resilient infrastructure.

solution to reducing concrete industry emissions and also has

and scaling adoption of these materials

Creating an affordable alternative that

the benefit of applying across other manufacturing use cases.

takes time. Cost and hesitance to change

meets the same technical requirements is

For our purposes, however, we’re highlighting companies

established techniques are the greatest

an essential element to decarbonisation.

that focus on concrete rather than general purpose carbon

barriers to implementation of cleaner

Currently, there are no clear frontrunners for

sequestration.

materials. The financial concerns will ease

clean concrete which makes it an industry

as research and innovation continue, but

worth watching closely. Clearly, the market

the industry needs a culture shift to move

opportunity is there and it’s only a matter of

past its entrenched attitudes.

time until a technical solution is found.
w

There are a number of material

We can’t speak to the science behind these

developments underway, but we’re

alternatives, but here are a few companies

focusing on one of the most ubiquitous

that we think have interesting approaches:

CarbonCure builds hardware that chemically sequesters waste CO2 and
re-introduces it to the cement manufacturing process. In addition to
reducing emissions, it also creates stronger concrete which introduces cost
savings down the line.

materials in construction: concrete. While

Solidia has developed more sustainable solutions for both manufacturing
cement and curing concrete. Their technology utilises CO2 to cure
concrete rather than water, which provides the dual benefits of reducing
water consumption and sequestering carbon.
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https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1821673116

N ew M a t e r i a l s
The obvious means of reducing emissions from concrete manufacturing is to
altogether circumvent the process by developing a suitable alternative. While
this route is likely the right long-term strategy, until the reliability and safety of
these technologies are further proven it will be challenging to convince the
industry to change its current practices.

Biomason is developing a cement that
leverages natural biochemical processes from
microorganisms to strengthen its cement and
isolate carbon. Commercially, it’s currently limited to
precast products but it’s working on building a selfhealing “living” cement that will provide sustained
structural integrity in marine infrastructure. We just
think that’s really cool.

Betolar uses geopolymer-based low-carbon
materials to create a sustainable alternative to
cement. It primarily utilises by-products from other
manufacturing processes in its substitute, further
reducing its carbon footprint.

A LT E R N AT I V E
TECHNIQUES

Modular C onstruction
Modular construction is the manufacturing and assembly
of construction components before they’re installed in their
permanent location. This practice designs for minimal material

It’s estimated that existing technologies can reduce

usage and reduces the amount of transportation necessary, both

65 percent of emissions needed for the net zero goal.

of which can cut back on emissions. Another important facet of

We don’t need to build solutions from scratch.

component-based design is how it enables supply chain circularity.

Shifting how we approach construction and adopting

Building for deconstruction upfront makes it simpler to retrofit and

best practices from other industries can make a big

recycle infrastructure. These factors make modular construction an

difference with only minimal added effort.

important tool for climate resilience.

“WHAT WE’RE SURE OF
IS THAT THE STATUS
QUO IS NOT POSSIBLE.
TO GET TO NET ZERO
THERE HAS TO BE
MORE INNOVATION IN
BUILDING MATERIALS.”

—Jose Ojeda,
co-founder of 011h

Data Analytics & Planning
The importance of gathering and understanding big data has become
fundamental across industries and real estate is no exception. There
are a lot of variables that need to be considered when designing and
executing construction processes, especially in dense urban areas.
Whether creating new structures or renovating existing assets, we
have to balance an overwhelming amount of contextual information as

Plant Prefab creates prefabricated housing with
sustainability in mind. Throughout design and
construction, it focuses on minimising negative
environmental impacts through reducing material
wastage and resource consumption.

regulations and demands for space increase. Analytics platforms allow
developers to quickly integrate all of this data to simulate outcomes
before implementing changes.

011h has an end-to-end construction model focused
on using affordable carbon-neutral materials.
Through its investments in building engineering
research, 011h is able to replace steel and other
carbon-intensive infrastructure with clean timber
while ensuring the same durability and usable
life. We love that 011h has a holistic vision that’s
grounded in sustainability throughout the entire
building lifecycle.

The time for climate action is now, BCG, 2021.
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OPTIMISING EARLY-STAGE PLANNING
DECISIONS CAN HAVE FAR-REACHING IMPACTS
ON A PROPERTY’S RESILIENCE AND ENERGY
CONSUMPTION IN A NUMBER OF WAYS, SUCH AS:

Assessing a site’s microclimate can help developers
understand and estimate ongoing costs related to temperature
regulation
Combining development simulations with wildfire patterns and
sea level forecasts can prevent investing in vanishing assets
Integrating solar radiation intensity and wind availability into
building design can provide opportunities for generating green
energy
Evaluating walkability and access to public transportation can
attract tenants and reduce emissions from driving
Understanding specific regulations around building materials
or land use can help decision making and reduce waste

D i g i t a l Tw i n s

With any data tool, inputs are equally

As mentioned before, new construction is a huge contributor to

important to outputs. We like the following

environmental degradation. It’s estimated that more than 10 percent of

companies because they use algorithms to

all solid materials delivered to sites go unused—about 10 million tonnes.

process disparate data.

Utilising automation allows for more accurate, precise calculations to
prevent material waste and avoid re-build. Even seemingly small changes
like reducing unnecessary site visits are important for reducing emissions.

Spacemaker uses AI to create comprehensive site feasibility studies and

Sensat has created a common visualisation platform

ongoing digital workflows. Its product allows developers to optimise for

designed to capture, visualise, and monitor infrastructure

both density and living quality by assessing over 100 criteria.

projects from any location. By using drones and live
camera feeds to continuously update on site operations,
all stakeholders have access to the same data at all times
which eliminates inefficiencies across the value chain.

Archistar consolidates data from thousands of sources and allows users
to perform bulk calculations across multiple sites. It also uses a generative
design engine to produce 3D concept models that can be easily iterate on
potential projects.

Material Waste in the Construction Industry: A Review of the Legislative and Supply Chain Issues, Green Energy and Technology, 2013.
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“WHEN YOU HAVE
A SINGLE SOURCE
OF TRUTH YOU CAN
COMPLETELY DE-RISK
YOUR CONSTRUCTION
WHICH MEANS FEWER
SITE VISITS, FEWER
REWORKS AND MISTAKES,
AND MUCH LESS WASTAGE
EVEN DOWN TO THE MOST
GRANULAR LEVEL OF
REDUCING NUMBER OF
MEETINGS.”
—Sensat

O P E R AT I O N A L
CARBON
Ecoworks’ mission is to help existing buildings become carbon
neutral. Some of its modernisation services include solar panels
with smart meters to regulate heating and electricity consumption.

UNTIL WE LOSE OUR
RELIANCE ON

We like that Ecoworks has a fully digitalised process that uses a
broad range of criteria to analyse individual property needs and
provide modularised upgrades that require minimal installation.

FOSSIL FUELS,
WE WON’T MAKE IT
TO NET ZERO.
SolarGaps has created smart blinds with integrated solar technology.
Its product serves the dual purpose of generating clean energy while
also providing active shading to reduce cooling costs. On top of this,
it’s easy to install and implement. While the scalability needs proving,
we like its potential to make solar energy more accessible.

Making new construction carbon neutral is only part of the path to net zero. If we can’t get our
current buildings to operate more efficiently the transition won’t happen quickly enough.

Energy Independence

reliance on fossil fuels, we won’t make

Energy consumption in the built

it to net zero.

environment is one of the dominant
contributors to global emissions. Improving

The majority of the clean energy transition

efficiencies is one step of the process, but

will occur at the industrial level but there

without more clean energy sources we

is still something to be said about micro-

won’t reach our Paris Agreement goals.

scale implementations. Most of these

It’s still useful to be conscientious about

interventions involve financial engineering to

turning lights off or installing more efficient

make existing technology more accessible

heating systems (which we’ll discuss in just

to individuals. Here are a few companies that

a moment). However, until we lose our

we feel show positive traction.

H VAC I m p r ov e m e n t s

Building Intelligence
& Au t o m a t i o n

Energy consumption in a building comes from many sources but heating and

Not all infrastructure will be equally exposed to climate risks.

cooling are probably the most significant. Poor insulation, leaky windows, and

Prioritising areas of intervention by level of immediate impact

inefficient ventilation account for a huge amount of a building’s heat loss. With

will help us be more efficient. Building intelligence and

simple tech, a lot of this waste can be addressed.

automation platforms don’t actively reduce carbon
emissions but they do support people in making the
right decisions. Technology can make complex multicriteria
decision making an easy process. Instead of waiting for problems
to emerge, these platforms show you how resources are being
consumed and where you need to focus attention. They don’t

AirEx stands out for how easy it is to implement. It

eliminate people from building management, but they do make

sounds crazy but by simply replacing a brick, you

their jobs simpler.

can reduce home heat loss by about 20 percent.
The product uses built-in sensors to monitor and
analyse environmental conditions and cloudbased algorithms to optimise air ventilation
against this energy loss and requires next-to-no
maintenance. Solutions with low barriers to entry
get big points in our book.

PassiveLogic provides a unified full-stack solution to property
management. It’s built on a digital twin foundation and uses an intelligent
decision engine to generate control sequences based on real-time data,
without requiring any internet connection. We like how the system uses
physics to underpin its autonomous control capabilities and swarm
computing to scale.

Aeroseal uses technology to automatically detect
tiny leakages in your air ducts and then precisely

Aquicore layers building analytics with tangible, actionable ESG goals.

applies a nontoxic, water-based formula to seal

By contextualising its dashboards with real-world outcomes, Aquicore

those gaps. This ostensibly minor intervention

encourages behavioural changes with lasting results. We appreciate

can improve a building’s efficiency by as much as

how its project-oriented approach shows that small improvements can

90 percent. We like how Aeroseal leverages digital

accrue to big impacts.

tools to minimise the labour involved in these
upgrades.
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https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1821673116

“THERE’S STILL A TRANSITION AWAY
FROM ESG FOR CHECKING THE BOX
TOWARDS BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE
FOR RESULTS. HAVING A PATHWAY TO
ACHIEVE THOSE GOALS IS ESSENTIAL.”
— Logan Soya, founder of Aquicore

I M PA C T
POTENTIAL
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MODULAR

NEW PROCESSES FOR

MODULAR

NEW PROCESSES for

construction enables better

INTELLIGENT products

can provide significant

CONSTRUCTION

MANUFACTURING

CONSTRUCTION

manufacturing cement

decision making which has

that are straightforward

emission reductions

makes it simple to affordably

CEMENT serve the dual

makes it simple to affordably

serve the dual purposes of

positive environmental

to implement when smart

by increasing energy

construct (and deconstruct)

purposes of strengthening

construct (and deconstruct)

strengthening infrastructure

implications but ultimately, it’s

infrastructure is already

efficiency when adopted

sustainable buildings.

infrastructure and reducing

sustainable buildings.

and reducing carbon

the industry catching up with

in place. We believe that

en masse. There are viable

Purpose-built properties

carbon emissions. If these

Purpose-built properties

emissions. If these solutions

other sectors. While more

these systems will be near-

technologies for immediate

increase supply chain

solutions are embraced by

increase supply chain

are embraced by all current

advanced, digital twins

ubiquitous in the future, but

implementation, but

efficiency, enable the circular

all current producers, the

efficiency, enable the circular

producers, the change will be

provide similar value from a

the change they drive is

scalability remains a barrier.

economy, and allow flexibility

change will be significant.

economy, and allow flexibility

significant. That being said,

sustainability perspective.

indirect and dependent on

VC can support through

for adapting to environmental

That being said, none of

for adapting to environmental

none of these options bring

other factors. From a VC

either financial engineering to

changes.

these options bring us to

changes.

us to net-zero so in the long-

perspective, the space is

scale proven tools or assume

net-zero so in the long-term

term we will need to apply

oversaturated with no clear

tech risk and back nascent

we will need to apply different

different solutions.

frontrunners.

systems.

solutions.

We’ve covered a broad range of physical and digital solutions that
approach the problem of climate change from multiple sides. So,
what should we care about the most? It depends.
The built environment is inherently physical. This is a challenge
for venture capital investors looking for 10x returns, which are
most easily achievable from scalable, easy-to-implement SaaS
companies. While we’d love to find a pure software solution,

CLOSING THOUGHTS

it’s clear that we need to accept technology risk to fund the
companies with the greatest potential for long-term impact.
It’s also challenging to build financial models for climate adaptation.
We’re investing in means of better managing future stressors, but
we don’t have a real means of estimating the extent of our cost

WE STILL FEEL
CONFIDENT THAT
BUILDING FOR THE
FUTURE MEANS
PRIORITISING
SUSTAINABILITY.

savings. We can’t fully see the savings from loss of capital from
investing in more resilient architecture in the near-term. But despite
the unknowns, we still feel confident that building for the
future means prioritising sustainability.
Even discounting the environmental benefits, we’ve seen that
sustainable investment funds are better managing underlying risks
and delivering more resilient returns. In the US, sustainable equity
funds outperformed their traditional counterparts by more than 4
percent. It’s essential that as VCs, we look beyond the immediate
ambiguity and focus on how we can be at the forefront of this
critical shift.

Sustainable Reality, Morgan Stanley, 2021.

If you’re building a future focused PropTech start up (Late Seed to Series B),
we’d love to hear from you. Please reach out through roundhill.ventures/contact

Global status report for buildings and construction, GABC, 2021.
https://www.pnas.org/doi/full/10.1073/pnas.1821673116
The time for climate action is now, BCG, 2021.
Material Waste in the Construction Industry: A Review of the Legislative and Supply Chain Issues, Green
Energy and Technology, 2013.
HVAC Guide: Saving energy without compromising comfort, Carbon Trust, 2017.
Sustainable Reality, Morgan Stanley, 2021.
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